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Briefing sheet
Editor: Mark Keller

Forecast Closing Date: July 8, 2019

Political and economic outlook

A constitutional reform will decentralise power in the executive branch by re-introducing the
role of prime minister and separating the role of president and chairman of the ruling party. This
will raise risks to political stability as different figures compete for authority.
The president, Miguel DíazCanel, is expected to be reselected for his role, but will compete for
authority with the revolutionary leader and chairman of the ruling party, Raúl Castro (200818),
who also remains an influential figure among the armed forces.
US-Cuba relations will remain frosty as long as Donald Trump is the US president, although
warmer relations are expected later in The Economist Intelligence Unit's 2019-23 forecast period.
Ties with the EU will improve under a new bilateral co-operation accord.
Moves towards economic liberalisation will be cautious. The government will entrench existing
reforms rather than introduce major new ones. The non-state sector will expand, but we expect
the government to limit its pace of growth.
The fallout from US sanctions on Cuba and Venezuela will keep GDP growth low in the first half
of the forecast period. It will pick up notably in 2021-23, helped by better access to financing,
growth in tourism and progress on economic reforms.
The authorities will unify the Cuban and convertible pesos in preparation for the eventual
removal of the convertible peso from circulation. The process is unlikely to begin before 2021.
We expect any transition to be gradual.

Key indicators
 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth (%) 1.2 0.1 -0.6 3.1 3.8 3.9

Consumer price inflation (av; %) 6.9 5.5 5.0 5.2 6.7 6.4

Government balance (% of GDP) -8.2 -6.6 -5.7 -5.4 -4.2 -3.1

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 1.2 1.0 0.4 0.3 -0.8 -1.0

Unemployment rate (%)c 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.0

Exchange rate CUC:US$ (av; official rate) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c The official definition of

unemployment includes only those laid off from employment who are registered as seeking work.
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Key changes since June 10th

In June the government announced large increases in the minimum and average wages in order
to address negative real wage growth in recent years. Although this will boost consumption,
we have left our GDP forecasts unchanged.
Given the announced increase in the average wage (which mostly affects public-sector
workers) we have revised our fiscal deficit forecasts upward for the forecast period. We now
expect average deficits of 5% of GDP in 2019-23 (from 4.3% previously).
We have also slightly upgraded our inflation forecasts for 2019-20, as increased wages are
likely to lead to some demand-side price pressures. However, price fixing by the government
will mitigate this effect somewhat.

The month ahead

July TBD—Introduction of new electoral law: The constitutional reform was officially codified
in April, and stipulated that a new electoral law be introduced within three months. The new law
will officially spell out the duties of president and prime minister, giving greater insight into
how the separation of powers will work in practice.
TBD—Outcome of the Venezuela crisis: Our forecasts assume some sort of accommodation
between a new Venezuelan government and Cuba that allows for a gradual decline in
Venezuelan support for Cuba; there are strong risks to this forecast, with significant
implications for Cuba's economic outlook should the rupture be sudden.

Major risks to our forecast
Scenarios, Q2 2019 Probability Impact Intensity

Title III of Helms-Burton severely depresses foreign direct investment High High 16

Venezuela's political crisis results in regime change and a sudden end to

aid inflows
High High 16

Weather-related shocks cause extensive damage to infrastructure High High 16

Eventual currency reform creates monetary instability Very high Moderate 15

Cuba defaults on Paris Club debt, triggering reinstatement of arrears Moderate
Very

high
15

Note: Scenarios and scores are taken from our Risk Briefing product. Risk scenarios are potential

developments that might substantially change the business operating environment over the coming two

years. Risk intensity is a product of probability and impact, on a 25-point scale.
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Outlook for 2019-23

Political stability
The government faces the task of instituting constitutional reform while managing a difficult
international and economic environment amid hostile relations with the US. The reform—to be
instituted over coming months—makes significant changes to the country's executive power
structure by dividing power between numerous and varied stakeholders rather than centralising it
in the executive, as has been the case since the 1959 revolution. To do this, the reform envisages
re-introducing the role of prime minister, and devolving more power to the provincial level.

In the coming months the National Assembly will elect a new president (although the current
president, Miguel DíazCanel—a continuity figure—is expected to stay in the role). The president
will then select the prime minister, who will lead the cabinet in the day-to-day running of the
country, while the role of president will become more ceremonial. A third pillar of power will be
chairman of the ruling Partido Comunista de Cuba (PCC). This role is currently held by Raúl
Castro, the former president (2008-18) and a revolutionary leader. He is expected to step down
from this role at the next PCC congress in 2021, when the title is expected to pass to Mr Díaz
Canel. Generational renewal is a goal of the PCC (the constitutional reform introduces age limits on
political posts); as Mr Castro and the revolutionary generation exit the scene, new leaders will vie
for authority—especially given the more decentralised power structure—which will raise risks to
stability.

Despite the political changes, social reforms will be only gradual, owing to the government's
wariness of the destabilising effects of liberalisation, although access to information will grow in
the forecast period through increased mobile and internet penetration. Increased tension with the
US and the economic cost that new US sanctions entail raise risks to political stability, but The
Economist Intelligence Unit does not believe that this will result in the US's goal of regime change
in 2019-23. Increased social protest is a possibility given increased economic privation, but the
regime is skilled at defusing dissent through the domestic security apparatus and neighbourhood
monitoring groups, and state media are effective at rallying support through propaganda.

Election watch
Cuba’s oneparty system will largely remain unchanged in our 201923 forecast period. National
and provincial elections are held every five years and were last held in March 2018. Candidates are
nominated through municipal councils (elected every two-and-a-half years) and by members of
official “mass organisations” (including labour unions, and organisations for students, women
and farmers), although the final decision rests with the PCC's candidates commission. Candidates
are not required to be PCC members, but most are. Although only one candidate is nominated for
each seat in National Assembly elections, nominees must be approved by a majority of voters.
The National Assembly chooses the president, who is limited to two five-year terms.
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International relations
Following a period of rapprochement, Cuba will face a more hostile US, as that country's policy
towards Cuba has reverted to its previous goal of regime change. The US has announced the full
implementation of Title III of the 1996 Helms-Burton Act, which allows US citizens with claims to
property confiscated by the Cuban government after the 1959 revolution to sue companies
currently "trafficking" in that property. This will subject foreign companies operating in Cuba to
lawsuits in US courts. The US has also announced limits on remittances from Cuban-Americans
and on US tourism to Cuba. These measures are in addition to US trade sanctions in place since
1960 (which can only be removed by the US Congress). Given weak popular support for the
embargo in the US, our baseline forecast assumes that sanctions will be lifted once the US
president, Donald Trump, leaves office. Our current forecasts favour a Democratic victory in the
2020 US presidential election, meaning that lifting of sanctions would be likely to occur in 2021-23.
However, risks to this forecast are extremely high, and an end to sanctions is unlikely as long as
Mr Trump remains president.

Ties with the EU will improve, following formal reinstatement of relations in November 2017, and
the EU will remain an important investment and lending partner. Cuba will remain a staunch
defender of the regime of Nicolás Maduro in Venezuela, as the country remains an important
market for Cuban services exports and a supplier of oil, but a reduction in aid, related to
Venezuela's economic crisis, will damage Cuba's economy. Cuba is also expanding investment and
commercial ties with other nations, including China, Russia, Japan and Algeria.

Policy trends
US sanctions will complicate the five-year economic policymaking framework set out at the PCC
congress held in April 2016. However, to mitigate the effect of sanctions, the government will
accelerate some liberalising reforms to create more efficient markets and improve productivity. In
July the government announced new reforms including large increases in the minimum and
average wages aimed at boosting consumption. Real purchasing power has declined for several
years, demotivating workers and dragging on overall productivity. The reform also permits state
companies to reinvest profits rather than turning them over to the state Treasury, in the hope that
this will lead to greater output and export growth. The constitutional reform also officially codified
the right to private property and private enterprise, as well as the centrality of foreign investment
to the Cuban economy, marking important steps in economic opening. Despite reforms such as
these, the transformation of Cuba's communist economy into one that is mixed will be gradual, and
will not result in full-blown capitalism in the forecast period.

Risks to economic liberalisation are substantial, given the state's half-hearted commitment to
independent enterprise and resistance from hardliners to reforms. Growth in the non-state services
sector has stagnated, and we expect weak growth in 2019-20, given weaker tourism growth and
private consumption. Non-state jobs will remain concentrated in restaurants, hotels and other
tourism services, but will eventually expand into construction, business services and other
sectors.
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Fiscal policy
Revenue and spending will fall as a share of GDP in 2019-23 as the public sector shrinks.
The government has planned a narrowing of the deficit, from a reported 8.2% of GDP in 2018, to
5.3% of GDP in 2019. However, given a slowing economy and US sanctions, as well as announced
wage hikes, we believe that it will miss the target, and forecast a deficit of 6.6% of GDP. However,
we do expect further gradual progress thereafter, with the deficit falling to 3.1% of GDP in 2023.
The narrowing will be necessitated by the government's scant access to external finance, and
limited sources of domestic finance; up to 70% of the deficit is reportedly financed by bonds
purchased by state-owned banks (drawing on savings by citizens and state-owned companies),
with the remainder monetised. Following four years of relatively high deficits (averaging 7.4% of
GDP in 2015-18), the government may be close to exhausting domestic financing sources, and
wary of resorting to greater monetisation.

We expect Cuba to remain barred from membership of multilateral institutions, such as the World
Bank and Inter-American Development Bank, as long as US sanctions remain in place, given US
veto power in both institutions. However, lending from other multilateral institutions, such as the
Development Bank of Latin America (CAF) and the Central American Bank for Economic
Integration, remains possible, particularly for investment projects. We also expect some renewed
bilateral lending from the EU, following a debt rescheduling agreement with the Paris Club.

Monetary policy
The large informal economy and different markets with divergent prices and exchange rates
complicate monetary management. The authorities will seek to balance demand and supply of the
two currencies, the convertible peso (CUC, set at CUC1:US$1) and the Cuban peso (CUP, officially
CUP1:CUC1, but unofficially set at CUP24:CUC1), in preparation for elimination of the CUC.
The authorities occasionally hint at plans for currency unification, but no official timeline has
been laid out. Given the constitutional reform process and external challenges, we do not foresee a
unification of the two currencies beginning until at least 2021. Should the authorities withdraw the
CUC earlier than we currently forecast, they would address price instability with heterodox
measures, including controls on foreign exchange, prices, wages and credit. After the initial shock,
authorities would shift towards indirect measures, using increasingly market-led financial
institutions and instruments.

International assumptions
 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Economic growth (%)

US GDP 2.9 2.2 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.7

OECD GDP 2.2 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.8

World GDP 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.8

World trade 4.4 3.1 2.9 3.9 4.0 4.0

Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)

US CPI 2.4 2.2 1.4 2.2 2.1 1.8

OECD CPI 2.5 2.2 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.1

Manufactures (measured in US$) 4.9 2.1 3.3 3.5 3.2 3.0

Oil (Brent; US$/b) 71.1 68.0 62.0 69.8 75.6 75.0

Coffee (Arabica; cents/lb) 132.7 125.7 140.8 149.0 155.0 165.0

Financial variables

US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %) 2.0 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.5 2.9

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av) 2,956 3,191 3,143 3,091 3,107 3,131
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Economic growth
The economy will remain under strain in the short term, owing to continued limited access to
foreign exchange, resulting from reduced aid and oil shipments from Venezuela, harsher US
sanctions, and lower prices for Cuba's commodity exports (mainly nickel and sugar). We forecast
weak growth of 0.1% this year, and a contraction of 0.6% in 2020 as US sanctions harm tourism
growth and new foreign investment. Private consumption will remain weak, but will be supported
by various policy measures aimed at bolstering real wages. We expect GDP growth to accelerate
from 2021, assuming an easing of US sanctions that year under a new administration, which will
spur trade, tourism and investment. We forecast average annual real GDP growth of 3.6% in 2021-
23. This forecast of acceleration later in the forecast period assumes that economic reforms will
slowly advance, access to international finance and trade will improve, and state sector
rationalisation will generate efficiency gains. Private consumption will be supported by higher real
wages, remittances and the transfer of activity from the state to the private sector. Gradual
economic liberalisation will encourage private investment. Remittances will be the chief source of
financing for small businesses. However, the banking system will expand, assuming a larger role in
financing investment and, partly, consumption.

Downside risks to our GDP forecast stem from the prospect of further US sanctions on Cuba, a
second term for Mr Trump or the possibility that regime change in Venezuela brings a sudden halt
in aid to Cuba. Our present forecast for Venezuela-Cuba relations assumes some sort of
accommodation under a scenario of regime change that allows for a gradual decline in Venezuelan
support.

Economic growth
% 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

GDP 1.2 0.1 -0.6 3.1 3.8 3.9

Private consumption 1.1 1.0 0.8 4.3 4.7 4.1

Government consumption 2.0 1.0 -1.0 0.2 1.8 2.8

Gross fixed investment 4.0 1.5 -2.0 1.5 9.1 8.2

Exports of goods & services -5.9 -9.7 -6.0 11.1 8.1 8.4

Imports of goods & services -3.8 -5.2 -3.4 10.0 13.8 11.8

Domestic demand 1.8 1.1 -0.1 2.9 4.7 4.5

Agriculture -5.5 2.5 1.6 3.8 4.5 3.7

Industry 2.1 -1.5 -2.7 2.8 5.1 4.4

Services 1.3 0.5 -0.1 3.2 3.5 3.8
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

Inflation
In the absence of official data, we estimate that inflation will average 5.1% in 2019-20 as shortages
and demand-side pressures from higher wages increase price pressures. Inflation will increase to
an average of around 6% per year in 2021-23, assuming higher levels of domestic demand amid
currency unification and the easing of US sanctions. The effect of currency unification is difficult
to forecast, as there are different price sets in various markets, with some basic goods
substantially out of line with market values. The Banco Central de Cuba (the central bank) will use
indirect instruments to curb inflation, while the Ministry of Finance will contain administered
prices and wages. Concerns about the inflationary impact of currency unification and price
liberalisation will prompt the authorities to implement the policy over a period of many years, but
the effect should be partly cushioned by firmer competition and expanded output.
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Exchange rates
The CUP is used for salaries and locally produced goods, and the CUC is used in hard-currency
retail outlets, for imports and by tourists. The CUC is fixed at CUC1:US$1. There are nine exchange
rates between the two currencies, the two principal ones being the “official” rate of CUP1:CUC1,
used in the state sector, and an unofficial but legal rate of CUP24:CUC1, used for personal
transactions and in the nonstate sector (the “Cadeca” rate). Some sectors of the economy (such
as the Mariel Special Development Zone—a manufacturing and port complex—and agricultural
sales to the tourism sector) use intermediate rates of CUP10:CUC1 or CUP11:CUC1. The system is
distortionary, making it difficult to measure the economy’s size or calculate costs and prices.

The authorities intend to unify the two currencies, and are preparing for this by building up
international reserves. There is no timetable for unification, and we do not expect the process to
be undertaken until 2021, when an easing of US sanctions will ease access to external finance.
From 2021 we believe that there will be a gradual strengthening of the Cadeca exchange rate
(although officially this will be a devaluation of the CUP1:CUC1:US$1 rate), settling at around
CUP15:CUC1, after which the CUC will be removed from circulation. If the process provokes
extreme instability, it could be prolonged.

External sector
US sanctions—which target US tourism, Venezuelan oil shipments to Cuba and remittances from
CubanAmericans—put pressure on Cuba's external sector. Although the government will be able
to moderate the effect of these through import compression and domestic rationing, the current-
account surplus will narrow from 1% of GDP in 2019 to 0.3% in 2021. This will owe to declining
services income (both from professional services sales to Venezuela as well as tourism), and lower
inflows of workers' remittances. The current account will shift into deficit from 2022 as an easing
of US sanctions leads to higher import spending and profit repatriation by multinational firms in
2021-23. The effect of wider deficits on the trade and primary income accounts will be offset by a
growing transfers surplus amid growing workers' remittances.

With the imposition of Title III of Helms-Burton, foreign direct investment will slow in 2019-20,
although we believe that it will pick up later in the forecast period (although inflows will continue
to fall short of the official goal of US$2.5bn a year). The authorities do not publish data on
international reserves; we estimate an end-2018 level of US$11bn (11.2 months of import cover).
Reserves coverage will decrease significantly amid pressure on Cuba's external sector, and later in
the forecast period as currency unification gets under way, the cost of servicing rescheduled debt
increases and import levels rise, but it will remain above five months.
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Forecast summary
Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)

 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth 1.2 0.1 -0.6 3.1 3.8 3.9

Industrial production growth 2.1 -1.5 -2.7 2.8 5.1 4.4

Gross agricultural production growth -5.5 2.5 1.6 3.8 4.5 3.7

Unemployment rate (end-period) 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.0

Consumer price inflation (av) 6.9 5.5 5.0 5.2 6.7 6.4

Consumer price inflation (end-period) 5.3 5.1 5.0 5.5 7.1 6.3

General government balance (% of GDP) -8.2 -6.6 -5.7 -5.4 -4.2 -3.1

Exports of goods fob (US$ bn) 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.1

Imports of goods fob (US$ bn) 10.6 9.8 9.5 11.0 13.1 14.9

Current-account balance (US$ bn) 1.3 1.1 0.5 0.4 -1.1 -1.5

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 1.2 1.0 0.4 0.3 -0.8 -1.0

External debt (year-end; US$ bn) 29.7 29.2 29.0 29.5 30.1 30.2

CUC:US$ (av) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CUC:US$ (end-period) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CUP:CUCc 24.00 24.00 24.00 23.70 20.51 17.17
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Cadeca rate.
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Data and charts

Annual data and forecast
 2014a 2015a 2016a 2017b 2018b 2019c 2020c

GDP        

Nominal GDP (US$ m) 80,656 87,133 91,370 96,851a 105,735 111,901 116,920

Nominal GDP (CUC m) 80,656 87,133 91,370 96,851a 105,735 111,901 116,920

Real GDP growth (%) 1.0 4.4 0.5 1.8a 1.2 0.1 -0.6

Expenditure on GDP (% real change)        

Private consumption 4.6 7.4 4.1 1.3a 1.1 1.0 0.8

Government consumption -1.0 0.0 -0.2 2.2a 2.0 1.0 -1.0

Gross fixed investment -4.9 18.3 7.5 1.3a 4.0 1.5 -2.0

Exports of goods & services -2.8 -0.1 -19.7 0.0a -5.9 -9.7 -6.0

Imports of goods & services -1.5 10.1 -10.6 -1.6a -3.8 -5.2 -3.4

Origin of GDP (% real change)        

Agriculture 2.2 2.5 5.8 -1.4a -5.5 2.5 1.6

Industry -2.9 8.8 -1.9 2.2a 2.1 -1.5 -2.7

Services 2.3 3.2 1.2 2.1a 1.3 0.5 -0.1

Population and income        

Population (m) 11.4 11.5 11.5b 11.5 11.4 11.4 11.4

GDP per head (US$ at PPP) 11,707b 12,334b 12,517b 13,003 13,472 13,773 13,966

Recorded unemployment (av; %) 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.6a 2.8 3.1 3.4

Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)        

Public-sector revenue 58.8 57.4 56.5 57.4a 54.6 53.1 52.2

Public-sector expenditure 60.8 63.4 63.3 66.0a 62.8 59.7 57.9

Public-sector balance -2.0 -6.0 -6.8 -8.6a -8.2 -6.6 -5.7

Net public debt 38.5b 40.3b 42.7b 46.7 48.4 49.9 51.6

Prices and financial indicators        

CUC:US$ (official rate; end-period) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CUP:CUC (secondary rate) 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00

Consumer prices (av; %) 5.3b 4.6b 4.5b 5.5 6.9 5.5 5.0

Stock of money M2 (% change) 21.1 9.3 13.1 3.9 5.0 2.9 1.9

Current account (US$ m)        

Trade balance -7,952 -8,173 -7,756b -7,508 -8,527 -7,625 -7,184

 Goods: exports fob 5,149 3,572 2,546b 2,704 2,059 2,158 2,286

 Goods: imports fob -13,101 -11,745 -10,302b -10,212 -10,586 -9,783 -9,470

Services balance 11,899 10,509 9,804b 9,337 8,715 7,541 6,782

Primary income balance -1,054b -1,350b -1,399b -1,234 -1,213 -1,200 -1,155

Secondary income balance 219b 436b 1,254b 1,788 2,289 2,357 2,020

Current-account balance 3,112 1,422 1,903b 2,384 1,265 1,074 463

External debt (US$ m)        

Debt stock 29,913b 30,327b 29,891b 29,891 29,698 29,229 28,974

Debt service paid 1,540b 1,826b 4,366b 1,801 1,989 1,932 2,012

 Principal repayments 650b 964b 3,524b 954 1,139 1,082 1,148

 Interest 890b 862b 842b 847 850 850 864

International reserves (US$ m)        

Total international reserves 11,103b 11,803b 12,003b 11,353 10,953 10,053 9,053
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Annual trends charts
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Monthly trends charts
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Comparative economic indicators

Basic data

Land area

110,000 sq km: mainland 105,000 sq km; Isle of Youth (Isla de la Juventud) 2,000 sq km; keys 3,000
sq km

Population

11.2m (December 2015)
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Climate

Subtropical; average temperature 25°C, average relative humidity 81%

Weather in Havana (altitude 24 metres)

Hottest month, August, 2432°C (average monthly minimum); coldest months, January and
February, 1827°C; driest months, January and February, 38 mm average rainfall; wettest month,
September, 183 mm average rainfall

Weights and measures

Metric system; also old Spanish units. Sugar is often measured in Spanish tonnes (2,271 lbs), and
there is a Cuban quintal of 101.4 lbs, made up of 4 arrobas. For area measurement, one Cuban
caballería equals 13.4 ha or 33.16 acres

Currency

There are currently two domestic currencies: the Cuban peso (CUP), in which prices and wages
are denominated within the domestic economy, and the convertible peso (CUC), used in “hard
currency” retail outlets, and for imports and tourist expenditure. In both currencies, one peso is
equal to 100 centavos. The official exchange rates, used in national income and fiscal accounting
aggregates, are CUP1:CUC1 and CUC1:US$1. There are nine CUP:CUC exchange rates, the most
common being the unofficial but legal rate (known as the "Cadeca" rate) of CUP24:CUC1, used
mainly for personal transactions.

The government plans to eliminate the CUC, but has not given a date for the change, or the
proposed value of the Cuban peso. As part of the improvement in relations with the US, in March
2016 Cuba agreed to end a 10% commission charged for the exchange of US dollars within Cuba
(although this has not yet come into force); there is no such charge for the conversion of other
currencies into convertible pesos. Since 2002 euros have been accepted in some tourist resorts

Time

4 hours behind GMT (5 hours behind GMT in November-March)

Public holidays

January 1st (Liberation Day) and 2nd (Victory Day); April 19th (Good Friday); May 1st (Labour
Day); July 25th-27th (Anniversary of the Revolution); October 10th (War of Independence);
December 25th (Christmas Day); December 31st (New Year’s Eve)
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Political structure

Official name

Republic of Cuba

Form of government

Centralised political system, with close identification between the Partido Comunista de Cuba
(PCC) and the state

Head of state

The president, Miguel DíazCanel, took over from Raúl Castro on April 19th 2018.

The executive

The Council of Ministers is the highest executive body; its Executive Committee is composed of
the president, the first vice-president and the vice-presidents of the Council of Ministers

National legislature

National Assembly of People’s Power; 612 members elected by direct ballot. The full Assembly
meets twice a year, and extraordinary sessions can be called. National Assembly working
commissions operate throughout the year

Legal system

A People’s Supreme Court oversees a system of regional tribunals; the Supreme Court is
accountable to the National Assembly

National elections
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Provincial and national assembly elections were last held in March 2018. A new president was
chosen by the National Assembly in April.

National government

The organs of the state and the PCC are closely entwined, and power devolves principally from
the Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers

Main political organisation

The Partido Comunista de Cuba (PCC) is the only legal political party. Official “mass
organisations” (including labour unions, and organisations for students, women and farmers) are
a feature of the Cuban political system

Key ministers

President of the councils of state & ministers: Miguel DíazCanel Bermúdez

First vicepresident: Salvador Valdés Mesa

Secretary of the Council of Ministers: Homero Acosta Álvarez

President of the National Assembly: Juan Esteban Lazo Hernández

Agriculture: Gustavo Rodríguez Rollero

Communications: Jorge Luis Perdomo Di-Lella

Culture: Alpidio Alonso Grau

Domestic trade: Betsy Díaz Velázquez

Economy & planning: Alejandro Gil Fernández

Education: Ena Elsa Velázquez Cobiella

Energy & mines: Raúl García Barreiros

Finance & prices: Meisi Bolaños Weiss

Foreign relations: Bruno Rodríguez Parrilla

Foreign trade & investment: Rodrigo Malmierca Díaz

Higher education: José Ramón Saborido Loidi

Industry: Alfredo López Valdés

Interior: Julio César Gandarilla Bermejo

Justice: Oscar Silveira Martínez

Labour & social security: Margarita González Fernández

Public health: José Ángel Portal Miranda

Revolutionary armed forces: Leopoldo Cintra Frías

Science, technology & the environment: Elba Rosa Pérez Montoya

Tourism: Manuel Marrero Cruz

Transport: Eduardo Rodríguez Dávila

Central bank president

Irma Martínez Castrillon
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Recent analysis
Generated on July 16th 2019

The following articles have been written in response to events occurring since our most recent forecast was
released, and indicate how we expect these events to affect our next forecast. 

Politics

Forecast updates

Internet censorship measures introduced

July 12, 2019: Political stability

Event

In early July the government introduced Decree-Law 370/2018, providing further legal basis for
increased internet censorship in Cuba.

Analysis

The key feature of the law is Article 68. This renders it illegal for Cubans to "host a [non-mirrored]
website on servers located in a foreign country". Another subsection prohibits Cubans from
online publishing of information contrary to the public interest, good customs and people's
integrity. Contravention of the law is punishable with fines.

The ambiguous wording of the article is probably intentional. The state will be able selectively to
define "the public interest" to sanction those who create web content deemed politically
problematic. The communications ministry has said that the law does not apply to blogs and
personal websites, although there is no mention of this loophole in the legislation itself.

The internet came late to Cuba, but has grown rapidly during the last five years. There are now
almost 1,000 public wireless internet parks in the country and connection costs have fallen from
CUC4.50 (US$4.50) per hour to CUC1 (which is still too high for most Cubans). Demand for mobile
data, launched in December 2018, has been higher than expected.

Until now, Cuba's internet has been surprisingly free from censorship: no major news websites are
blocked; Google is uncensored; and major social media websites are available. However, dissident
blogs and US-funded anti-government websites are blocked.

This new legislation affirms Cuba's embrace of "internet sovereignty", the concept that states
have the right to regulate their own internet, which has been championed by countries such as
China and Vietnam. Cuba's communications minister, Jorge Luis Perdomo, visited both of these
countries in May. During his visit to the latter, the Vietnamese prime minister, Nguyen Xuan Phuc,
said that Vietnam will help Cuba to build a "cybersecurity supervision centre". In addition,
Chinese technology firm Huawei has laid fibre-optic cable throughout Cuba; some analysts
believe that Huawei technology enables Cuba to spy on internet users.

Impact on the forecast

We expect Cuba to adopt further cybersecurity and internet censorship measures during the
forecast period. This will fit in with Cuba's desire to extend internet access while keeping a close
lid on any potential dissidents. The trend will be exacerbated by a more hostile stance from the
US, given fear in Cuba of US-sponsored dissident groups or cyber-attacks.
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Economy

Forecast updates

Government fixes prices after wage rise

July 10, 2019: Inflation

Event

On July 8th Cuba's finance ministry published fixed prices for a long list of goods in a bid to
thwart inflationary pressures in the wake of a general increase in state salaries announced on
June 27th.

Analysis

Government officials have long acknowledged that low wages and weak purchasing power are
major problems for the Cuban public and for the economy, and that they are the chief factors
behind the underdeveloped state of the local consumer market. The average monthly salary in
2018 stood at just CUP777 (US$31 at the unofficial exchange rate). Although salaries vary
considerably across different economic sectors, Cubans across the board struggle to make ends
meet.

In view of this, at the end of June the president, Miguel DíazCanel, announced an increase in the
monthly minimum wage to CUP400 (around US$16), along with other raises that will bring the
average salary to the equivalent of around US$44. Pensioners receiving less than US$20 monthly
will also get a slight increase.

Given concerns that the wage increases would provoke price rises, the finance ministry has issued
a 13-page list of goods with fixed prices, comprising most of the products sold in state stores.
These range from foodstuffs to personal care products and home appliances. The ministry also
issued a list of maximum prices for goods sold in agricultural markets.

The government will also create a new price watchdog, or "price observatory", which will evaluate
price movements in the market and will be authorised to cancel the licences of any establishment
found to have violated the price regulations.

The announcement of the price controls and the formation of a new regulatory body underscore
the deep fear among economic authorities that any liberalising economic reforms would stoke
inflation to unmanageable levels. This concern is behind the government's long delay in unifying
Cuba's dual exchange rates, a reform that is needed to eliminate years of severe price (and other)
distortions in the economy. Even without currency unification, inflationary pressures have been
quite strong, given supply shortages and demand pressures, with some of the latter coming from
the growing tourist sector. Cuba does not publish official statistics on inflation, but The
Economist Intelligence Unit estimates that it averaged 6.9% in 2018.

Impact on the forecast

Despite the tightening of price controls, the wage rises are likely to spur modest increases in
demand and hence inflationary pressures. We will therefore adjust upwards our inflation forecasts
for 2019-20.
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Clandestine Venezuelan petroleum deliveries to Cuba continue

July 15, 2019: External sector

Event

Despite the imposition in April of US sanctions on oil tankers shipping Venezuelan oil to Cuba,
the Venezuelan state oil company, PDVSA, has continued successfully to deliver millions of
barrels of oil to Cuba, often using clandestine methods.

Analysis

The April sanctions from the US Treasury Department targeted oil tankers transporting
Venezuelan petroleum to Cuba. Specifically targeted were two shipping companies (one Liberian
and one Greek) and 34 PDVSA-owned tankers. However, with more than 4,500 oil tankers
operating worldwide—many owned by firms without assets in the US—the Treasury Department
lacks enforcement mechanisms.

Tanker operators are resorting to simple tricks to dodge sanctions, according to figures compiled
by Bloomberg, a US-based media company. For example, the oil tanker Ocean Elegance, which
has delivered crude oil to Cuba for years, simply changed its name after appearing on the
Treasury Department's sanctions list. Other tankers have resorted to switching off satellite
tracking for weeks while carrying out deliveries. This has allowed continued shipments of
Venezuelan crude to Cuba.

Venezuelan oil deliveries to Cuba began in 2000 and reached a peak of more than
100,000 barrels/day (b/d) in 2008-13. In exchange for the oil shipments, Cuba provides Venezuela
with various professional services, including about 20,000 doctors. Oil deliveries have declined
steadily over the past five years, although the Venezuelan regime has made it a priority to honour
its commitments to Cuba.

In the wake of US Treasury Department sanctions on PDVSA in January, which prevented the
export of Venezuelan petroleum to the US, exports to Cuba initially saw an uptick. However, this
increase was a blip. Data compiled by Bloomberg indicate that Venezuelan petroleum shipments to
Cuba averaged only 35,000 b/d in the first half of 2019.

Impact on the forecast

The Economist Intelligence Unit's forecast for Venezuela is for a transitional government to be
formed, comprising members of the opposition and more moderate elements of the current Partido
Socialista Unido de Venezuela government. Under this scenario, we would expect a gradual
winding down of Venezuelan aid to Cuba, rather than a sudden ending of shipments. An abrupt
cessation of Venezuelan oil shipments would worsen the economic outlook for 2019-20 and would
push Cuba into recession this year (currently we forecast positive GDP growth of just 0.1% in
2019 and a contraction of 0.6% in 2020).

Analysis

Government raises salaries and liberalises state enterprises

July 8, 2019

In view of extremely low official salaries—which have stunted consumption and prompted many
Cubans to emigrate—Cuban policymakers announced increases to the minimum and average
wages in late June. These will raise wages significantly for 1.5m state workers in the hope that
this will promote the viability of Cuba's political project. The government has described the move
as the first step in an effort to boost salaries for the country's 4.5m public-sector workers.

From July salaries will increase steeply in what the Cuban government refers to as the "payroll
sector," which includes government bureaucrats, local administrators and those employed in mass
organisations. Their salaries will increase from CUP634 (US$26 at the unofficial exchange rate) to
CUP1,067 (US$43) per month. The minimum wage for this sector will also increase, to CUP400 per
month.
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However, the pay increases are accompanied by a small increase in taxes. The minister of finance
and prices, Meisi Bolaños, announced that those in the payroll sector earning less than CUP500
per month will pay a special contribution of 2.5% social security tax, while those earning more
than CUP500 will pay 5% of their total earnings. These moves form part of the government's
attempts to revive and expand Cuba's tax base. Almost all income taxes were abolished after the
1959 revolution, and were not reinstated until a new tax code was introduced in 2013. In
October 2016 state workers (particularly higher earners) began to contribute to social security.
Private-sector workers already pay a significant amount of tax on their income. Planners hope that
substantial pay rises will help the population more readily accept the introduction of new taxes.

Low salaries tied to low productivity

Although Cuba's economy has recovered from the turmoil of the 1990s, the purchasing power of
salaries has declined significantly since the collapse of the Soviet Union and Cuba's subsequent
loss of Soviet subsidies. Real wages have declined sharply in recent years. The average monthly
state salary rose from CUP687 in 2011 to CUP777 in 2018 (growth of around 1.6% per year), failing
to keep pace with inflation, which we estimate as having averaged 5.4% per year during this
period.

Cuban policymakers have long recognised that raising salaries for the 4.5m workers in the state
sector is a priority. However, planners argue that salaries cannot rise substantially without
increased productivity at state-owned enterprises (SOEs). The government hopes to be able to
achieve this by creating mechanisms that link salaries to workers' performance.

The need for greater autonomy for SOEs has featured prominently and consistently in official
discourse since the first "lineamientos" (guidelines) were approved during the sixth Congress of
the ruling Partido Comunista de Cuba in 2011. In April 2019 the minister of economy and planning,
Alejandro Gil, again called for greater "dynamism and autonomy" in state enterprises.

Significant—but insufficient—liberation of SOEs
Although Cuba's reforms are often criticised as piecemeal and stalling, during the last eight years
the internal dynamics of SOEs and the way they fit into the broader Cuban economy have been
substantially reconfigured: SOEs are no longer run by ministries; loss-making companies have
been liquidated or merged with more successful ones (the number of unprofitable SOEs has been
reduced from 401 in 2010 to 43 in 2018); and SOEs are now permitted to keep up to 50% of their
profits for the purpose of reinvestment.

Despite these changes, however—and notwithstanding official discourse on moving away from
"topdown decisionmaking structures"—the reality is that Cuban SOEs remain enmeshed in a
vertical system. Instead of devolving power from ministers to the directors of SOEs, companies
are now directed by "superior organisations of enterprise management" (OSDEs), which have
been criticised for adding a new layer of bureaucracy to the system. Marino Murillo, a former
economy minister and the current head of the Commission for the Implementation of the
Guidelines, last year characterised OSDEs as bloated "mini-ministries".

Directors of SOEs are not free to set their production plans or even decide what to produce. In
addition, although part of workers' remuneration comes from SOEs' savings, much is still allocated
by the state. This means that, although SOE directors can decide workers' salaries, they must do
so in large part from the budget that is allocated to them. However, since 2014 a more
decentralised system of payment by results in SOEs has been introduced, with salaries in many
cases linked to targets. But true SOE autonomy will always be a chimera in a planned economy. 

The dual-currency system also acts as a brake on SOE autonomy and is intrinsically distortionary.
Although the Cuban peso (CUP) is officially pegged to the convertible peso (CUC) at US$1, in
reality there are nine exchange rates between the CUP and CUC, with SOEs permitted to access
more favourable rates, which can mask losses or subsidise inputs. The dual-currency system also
leaves SOEs beholden to the state, from which they must seek authorisation before making
important payments.

Nevertheless, increasingly strong linkages are becoming apparent between productivity and
salaries. Recent data from the national statistics office (ONE) show a connection between the
productivity and profits of a given sector and salaries: the average wage paid to workers in the
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sugar industry, for example, fell sharply last year after an abysmal harvest, whereas average
salaries rose in more dynamic areas of the state economy such as mining and construction.

Wage increases and reforms should benefit the
economy

The rise in wages should provide a boon to consumption in an economy that is hurting from
tightened US sanctions and goods shortages related to a lack of hard currency (owing to a
reduction in Venezuelan aid). The inflationary impact should be relatively contained, in view of
government price fixing for basic goods. We do, however, expect slightly higher fiscal deficits as a
consequence of the reform, even though a portion of the salary increases will be offset by taxes.
Increased productivity at SOEs should help to improve medium-term economic prospects, but the
true effectiveness of this will be difficult to gauge as long as the dual-currency system remains in
place.
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	Briefing sheet
	Political stability
	The government faces the task of instituting constitutional reform while managing a difficult international and economic environment amid hostile relations with the US. The reform—to be instituted over coming months—makes significant changes to the country's executive power structure by dividing power between numerous and varied stakeholders rather than centralising it in the executive, as has been the case since the 1959 revolution. To do this, the reform envisages re-introducing the role of prime minister, and devolving more power to the provincial level.

In the coming months the National Assembly will elect a new president (although the current president, Miguel Díaz-Canel—a continuity figure—is expected to stay in the role). The president will then select the prime minister, who will lead the cabinet in the day-to-day running of the country, while the role of president will become more ceremonial. A third pillar of power will be chairman of the ruling Partido Comunista de Cuba (PCC). This role is currently held by Raúl Castro, the former president (2008-18) and a revolutionary leader. He is expected to step down from this role at the next PCC congress in 2021, when the title is expected to pass to Mr Díaz-Canel. Generational renewal is a goal of the PCC (the constitutional reform introduces age limits on political posts); as Mr Castro and the revolutionary generation exit the scene, new leaders will vie for authority—especially given the more decentralised power structure—which will raise risks to stability.

Despite the political changes, social reforms will be only gradual, owing to the government's wariness of the destabilising effects of liberalisation, although access to information will grow in the forecast period through increased mobile and internet penetration. Increased tension with the US and the economic cost that new US sanctions entail raise risks to political stability, but The Economist Intelligence Unit does not believe that this will result in the US's goal of regime change in 2019-23. Increased social protest is a possibility given increased economic privation, but the regime is skilled at defusing dissent through the domestic security apparatus and neighbourhood monitoring groups, and state media are effective at rallying support through propaganda.


	Election watch
	Cuba’s one-party system will largely remain unchanged in our 2019-23 forecast period. National and provincial elections are held every five years and were last held in March 2018. Candidates are nominated through municipal councils (elected every two-and-a-half years) and by members of official “mass organisations” (including labour unions, and organisations for students, women and farmers), although the final decision rests with the PCC's candidates commission. Candidates are not required to be PCC members, but most are. Although only one candidate is nominated for each seat in National Assembly elections, nominees must be approved by a majority of voters. The National Assembly chooses the president, who is limited to two five-year terms.


	International relations
	Following a period of rapprochement, Cuba will face a more hostile US, as that country's policy towards Cuba has reverted to its previous goal of regime change. The US has announced the full implementation of Title III of the 1996 Helms-Burton Act, which allows US citizens with claims to property confiscated by the Cuban government after the 1959 revolution to sue companies currently "trafficking" in that property. This will subject foreign companies operating in Cuba to lawsuits in US courts. The US has also announced limits on remittances from Cuban-Americans and on US tourism to Cuba. These measures are in addition to US trade sanctions in place since 1960 (which can only be removed by the US Congress). Given weak popular support for the embargo in the US, our baseline forecast assumes that sanctions will be lifted once the US president, Donald Trump, leaves office. Our€current forecasts favour a Democratic victory in the 2020 US presidential election, meaning that lifting of sanctions would be likely to occur in 2021-23. However, risks to this forecast are extremely high, and an end to sanctions is unlikely as long as Mr€Trump remains president.

Ties with the EU will improve, following formal reinstatement of relations in November 2017, and the EU will remain an important investment and lending partner. Cuba will remain a staunch defender of the regime of Nicolás€Maduro in Venezuela, as the country remains an important market for Cuban services exports and a supplier of oil, but a reduction in aid, related to Venezuela's economic crisis, will damage Cuba's economy. Cuba is also expanding investment and commercial ties with other nations, including China, Russia, Japan and Algeria.


	Policy trends
	US sanctions will complicate the five-year economic policymaking framework set out at the PCC congress held in April 2016. However, to mitigate the effect of sanctions, the government will accelerate some liberalising reforms to create more efficient markets and improve productivity. In July the government announced new reforms including large increases in the minimum and average wages aimed at boosting consumption. Real purchasing power has declined for several years, demotivating workers and dragging on overall productivity. The€reform also permits state companies to reinvest profits rather than turning them over to the state Treasury, in the hope that this will lead to greater output and export growth. The€constitutional reform also officially codified the right to private property and private enterprise, as well as the centrality of foreign investment to the Cuban economy, marking important steps in economic opening. Despite reforms such as these, the transformation of Cuba's communist economy into one that is mixed will be gradual, and will not result in full-blown capitalism in the forecast period.

Risks to economic liberalisation are substantial, given the state's half-hearted commitment to independent enterprise and resistance from hardliners to reforms. Growth in the non-state services sector has stagnated, and we expect weak growth in 2019-20, given weaker tourism growth and private consumption. Non-state jobs will remain concentrated in restaurants, hotels and other tourism services, but will eventually expand into construction, business services and other sectors.


	Fiscal policy
	Revenue and spending will fall as a share of GDP in 2019-23 as the public sector shrinks. The€government has planned a narrowing of the deficit, from a reported 8.2% of GDP in 2018, to 5.3% of GDP in 2019. However, given a slowing economy and US sanctions, as well as announced wage hikes, we believe that it will miss the target, and forecast a deficit of 6.6% of GDP. However, we do expect further gradual progress thereafter, with the deficit falling to 3.1% of GDP in 2023. The narrowing will be necessitated by the government's scant access to external finance, and limited sources of domestic finance; up to 70% of the deficit is reportedly financed by bonds purchased by state-owned banks (drawing on savings by citizens and state-owned companies), with the remainder monetised. Following four€years of relatively high deficits (averaging 7.4% of GDP in 2015-18), the government may be close to exhausting domestic financing sources, and wary of resorting to greater monetisation.

We expect Cuba to remain barred from membership of multilateral institutions, such as the World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank, as long as US sanctions remain in place, given US veto power in both institutions. However, lending from other multilateral institutions, such as the Development Bank of Latin America (CAF) and the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, remains possible, particularly for investment projects. We also expect some renewed bilateral lending from the EU, following a debt rescheduling agreement with the Paris€Club.


	Monetary policy
	The large informal economy and different markets with divergent prices and exchange rates complicate monetary management. The authorities will seek to balance demand and supply of the two currencies, the convertible peso (CUC, set at CUC1:US$1) and the Cuban peso (CUP, officially CUP1:CUC1, but unofficially set at CUP24:CUC1), in preparation for elimination of the CUC. The€authorities occasionally hint at plans for currency unification, but no official timeline has been laid out. Given the constitutional reform process and external challenges, we do not foresee a unification of the two€currencies beginning until at least 2021. Should the authorities withdraw the CUC earlier than we currently forecast, they would address price instability with heterodox measures, including controls on foreign exchange, prices, wages and credit. After the initial shock, authorities would shift towards indirect measures, using increasingly market-led financial institutions and instruments.


	International assumptions
	Title
	€	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023
Economic growth (%)
US GDP	2.9	2.2	1.7	1.8	2.0	1.7
OECD GDP	2.2	1.6	1.6	1.8	2.0	1.8
World GDP	2.9	2.5	2.5	2.8	2.9	2.8
World trade	4.4	3.1	2.9	3.9	4.0	4.0
Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)
US CPI	2.4	2.2	1.4	2.2	2.1	1.8
OECD CPI	2.5	2.2	1.9	2.1	2.1	2.1
Manufactures (measured in US$)	4.9	2.1	3.3	3.5	3.2	3.0
Oil (Brent; US$/b)	71.1	68.0	62.0	69.8	75.6	75.0
Coffee (Arabica; cents/lb)	132.7	125.7	140.8	149.0	155.0	165.0
Financial variables
US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %)	2.0	2.4	2.2	2.1	2.5	2.9
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av)	2,956	3,191	3,143	3,091	3,107	3,131

	Economic growth
	Title
	The economy will remain under strain in the short term, owing to continued limited access to foreign exchange, resulting from reduced aid and oil shipments from Venezuela, harsher US sanctions, and lower prices for Cuba's commodity exports (mainly nickel and sugar). We forecast weak growth of 0.1% this year, and a contraction of 0.6% in 2020 as US sanctions harm tourism growth and new foreign investment. Private consumption will remain weak, but will be supported by various policy measures aimed at bolstering real wages. We€expect GDP growth to accelerate from 2021, assuming an easing of US sanctions that year under a new administration, which will spur trade, tourism and investment. We forecast average annual real GDP growth of 3.6% in 2021-23. This forecast of acceleration later in the forecast period assumes that economic reforms will slowly advance, access to international finance and trade will improve, and state sector rationalisation will generate efficiency gains. Private consumption will be supported by higher real wages, remittances and the transfer of activity from the state to the private sector. Gradual economic liberalisation will encourage private investment. Remittances will be the chief source of financing for small businesses. However, the banking system will expand, assuming a larger role in financing investment and, partly, consumption.

Downside risks to our GDP forecast stem from the prospect of further US sanctions on Cuba, a second term for Mr Trump or the possibility that regime change in Venezuela brings a sudden halt in aid to Cuba. Our present forecast for Venezuela-Cuba relations assumes some sort of accommodation under a scenario of regime change that allows for a gradual decline in Venezuelan support.

Economic growth
%	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
GDP	1.2	0.1	-0.6	3.1	3.8	3.9
Private consumption	1.1	1.0	0.8	4.3	4.7	4.1
Government consumption	2.0	1.0	-1.0	0.2	1.8	2.8
Gross fixed investment	4.0	1.5	-2.0	1.5	9.1	8.2
Exports of goods & services	-5.9	-9.7	-6.0	11.1	8.1	8.4
Imports of goods & services	-3.8	-5.2	-3.4	10.0	13.8	11.8
Domestic demand	1.8	1.1	-0.1	2.9	4.7	4.5
Agriculture	-5.5	2.5	1.6	3.8	4.5	3.7
Industry	2.1	-1.5	-2.7	2.8	5.1	4.4
Services	1.3	0.5	-0.1	3.2	3.5	3.8
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Inflation
	In the absence of official data, we estimate that inflation will average 5.1% in 2019-20 as shortages and demand-side pressures from higher wages increase price pressures. Inflation will increase to an average of around 6% per year in 2021-23, assuming higher levels of domestic demand amid currency unification and the easing of US sanctions. The€effect of currency unification is difficult to forecast, as there are different price sets in various markets, with some basic goods substantially out of line with market values. The Banco Central de Cuba (the central bank) will use indirect instruments to curb inflation, while the Ministry of Finance will contain administered prices and wages. Concerns about the inflationary impact of currency unification and price liberalisation will prompt the authorities to implement the policy over a period of many years, but the effect should be partly cushioned by firmer competition and expanded output.


	Exchange rates
	The CUP is used for salaries and locally produced goods, and the CUC is used in hard-currency retail outlets, for imports and by tourists. The CUC is fixed at CUC1:US$1. There are nine exchange rates between the two currencies, the two principal ones being the “official” rate of CUP1:CUC1, used in the state sector, and an unofficial but legal rate of CUP24:CUC1, used for personal transactions and in the non-state sector (the “Cadeca” rate). Some sectors of the economy (such as the Mariel Special Development Zone—a manufacturing and port complex—and agricultural sales to the tourism sector) use intermediate rates of CUP10:CUC1 or CUP11:CUC1. The system is distortionary, making it difficult to measure the economy’s size or calculate costs and prices.

The authorities intend to unify the two currencies, and are preparing for this by building up international reserves. There is no timetable for unification, and we do not expect the process to be undertaken until 2021, when an easing of US sanctions will ease access to external finance. From 2021 we believe that there will be a gradual strengthening of the Cadeca exchange rate (although officially this will be a devaluation of the CUP1:CUC1:US$1 rate), settling at around CUP15:CUC1, after which the CUC will be removed from circulation. If the process provokes extreme instability, it could be prolonged.


	External sector
	US sanctions—which target US tourism, Venezuelan oil shipments to Cuba and remittances from Cuban-Americans—put pressure on Cuba's external sector. Although the government will be able to moderate the effect of these through import compression and domestic rationing, the current-account surplus will narrow from 1% of GDP in 2019 to 0.3% in 2021. This will owe to declining services income (both from professional services sales to Venezuela as well as tourism), and lower inflows of workers' remittances. The current account will shift into deficit from 2022 as an easing of US sanctions leads to higher import spending and profit repatriation by multinational firms in 2021-23. The effect of wider deficits on the trade and primary income accounts will be offset by a growing transfers surplus amid growing workers' remittances.

With the imposition of Title III of Helms-Burton, foreign direct investment will slow in 2019-20, although we believe that it will pick up later in the forecast period (although inflows will continue to fall short of the official goal of US$2.5bn a year). The authorities do not publish data on international reserves; we estimate an end-2018 level of US$11bn (11.2 months of import cover). Reserves coverage will decrease significantly amid pressure on Cuba's external sector, and later in the forecast period as currency unification gets under way, the cost of servicing rescheduled debt increases and import levels rise, but it will remain above five months.


	Forecast summary
	Title
	Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)
€	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
Real GDP growth	1.2	0.1	-0.6	3.1	3.8	3.9
Industrial production growth	2.1	-1.5	-2.7	2.8	5.1	4.4
Gross agricultural production growth	-5.5	2.5	1.6	3.8	4.5	3.7
Unemployment rate (end-period)	2.8	3.1	3.4	3.7	3.9	4.0
Consumer price inflation (av)	6.9	5.5	5.0	5.2	6.7	6.4
Consumer price inflation (end-period)	5.3	5.1	5.0	5.5	7.1	6.3
General government balance (% of GDP)	-8.2	-6.6	-5.7	-5.4	-4.2	-3.1
Exports of goods fob (US$ bn)	2.1	2.2	2.3	2.5	2.8	3.1
Imports of goods fob (US$ bn)	10.6	9.8	9.5	11.0	13.1	14.9
Current-account balance (US$ bn)	1.3	1.1	0.5	0.4	-1.1	-1.5
Current-account balance (% of GDP)	1.2	1.0	0.4	0.3	-0.8	-1.0
External debt (year-end; US$ bn)	29.7	29.2	29.0	29.5	30.1	30.2
CUC:US$ (av)	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00
CUC:US$ (end-period)	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00
CUP:CUCc	24.00	24.00	24.00	23.70	20.51	17.17
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Cadeca rate.

	Annual data and forecast
	Title
	€	2014a	2015a	2016a	2017b	2018b	2019c	2020c
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Nominal GDP (US$ m)	80,656	87,133	91,370	96,851a	105,735	111,901	116,920
Nominal GDP (CUC m)	80,656	87,133	91,370	96,851a	105,735	111,901	116,920
Real GDP growth (%)	1.0	4.4	0.5	1.8a	1.2	0.1	-0.6
Expenditure on GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Private consumption	4.6	7.4	4.1	1.3a	1.1	1.0	0.8
Government consumption	-1.0	0.0	-0.2	2.2a	2.0	1.0	-1.0
Gross fixed investment	-4.9	18.3	7.5	1.3a	4.0	1.5	-2.0
Exports of goods & services	-2.8	-0.1	-19.7	0.0a	-5.9	-9.7	-6.0
Imports of goods & services	-1.5	10.1	-10.6	-1.6a	-3.8	-5.2	-3.4
Origin of GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Agriculture	2.2	2.5	5.8	-1.4a	-5.5	2.5	1.6
Industry	-2.9	8.8	-1.9	2.2a	2.1	-1.5	-2.7
Services	2.3	3.2	1.2	2.1a	1.3	0.5	-0.1
Population and income	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Population (m)	11.4	11.5	11.5b	11.5	11.4	11.4	11.4
GDP per head (US$ at PPP)	11,707b	12,334b	12,517b	13,003	13,472	13,773	13,966
Recorded unemployment (av; %)	2.7	2.4	2.4	2.6a	2.8	3.1	3.4
Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Public-sector revenue	58.8	57.4	56.5	57.4a	54.6	53.1	52.2
Public-sector expenditure	60.8	63.4	63.3	66.0a	62.8	59.7	57.9
Public-sector balance	-2.0	-6.0	-6.8	-8.6a	-8.2	-6.6	-5.7
Net public debt	38.5b	40.3b	42.7b	46.7	48.4	49.9	51.6
Prices and financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
CUC:US$ (official rate; end-period)	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00	1.00
CUP:CUC (secondary rate)	24.00	24.00	24.00	24.00	24.00	24.00	24.00
Consumer prices (av; %)	5.3b	4.6b	4.5b	5.5	6.9	5.5	5.0
Stock of money M2 (% change)	21.1	9.3	13.1	3.9	5.0	2.9	1.9
Current account (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Trade balance	-7,952	-8,173	-7,756b	-7,508	-8,527	-7,625	-7,184
€Goods: exports fob	5,149	3,572	2,546b	2,704	2,059	2,158	2,286
€Goods: imports fob	-13,101	-11,745	-10,302b	-10,212	-10,586	-9,783	-9,470
Services balance	11,899	10,509	9,804b	9,337	8,715	7,541	6,782
Primary income balance	-1,054b	-1,350b	-1,399b	-1,234	-1,213	-1,200	-1,155
Secondary income balance	219b	436b	1,254b	1,788	2,289	2,357	2,020
Current-account balance	3,112	1,422	1,903b	2,384	1,265	1,074	463
External debt (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Debt stock	29,913b	30,327b	29,891b	29,891	29,698	29,229	28,974
Debt service paid	1,540b	1,826b	4,366b	1,801	1,989	1,932	2,012
€Principal repayments	650b	964b	3,524b	954	1,139	1,082	1,148
€Interest	890b	862b	842b	847	850	850	864
International reserves (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Total international reserves	11,103b	11,803b	12,003b	11,353	10,953	10,053	9,053
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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